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Dear Ms. Lawson:
This letter is our report of findings with regard to the complaint you filed against
TO Bank Financial Group (TO) under the PersonalInformationProtectionand

Electronic Documents Act (the Act). In your complaint, received in our Office on July
27,2006, you state that, under Principle 4.1.3 of Schedule 1 of the Act, TO remains
responsible for personal information that has been transferred to the Society for
Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication (SWIFT) for processing of monetary
transfers.

You contendthat the disclosureof personalbankingdata about Canadiansto the
U.S. government,for counter-terrorismpurposes,is contraryto subsection5(3) of the
Act, since it occursoutsideof the approvedprocessesfor such data transfers(Le.,
judicial authorization,FINTRAC,or a MutualLegalAssistanceTreaty ("MLAT"». Since
wholesaletransfersof personalbankingdata circumventthese approvedprocesses,
they do not meet the Acts requirementof an "appropriatepurpose."
Although youdo notspecifically
referto the consentprovisionsof the Act, you

contendthat the exceptionsto the requirementfor consent,set out in subsections7(3)(c)
and/or 7(3)(c.1),do not apply in these circumstances.You state that if the disclosures
occurredin the UnitedStates,the subpoenaswere overly broad and invalid (for the

purposeof the exceptionset out in paragraph7(3)(c) of theAct). Youalsoareof the
view that a "governmentinstitution"referencedin subsection7(3)(c.1)meansa federal
or provincialCanadiangovernmentinstitution,and does not includeforeigngovernment
institutions.

The Canadian Bankers Association (CBA), as well as TO, provided
representations to our Office in response to your complaint.
Before I provide you with the findings, let me first outline the facts obtained in the
course of this Office's investigation.
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Summary of Investiaation
You filed your complaint subsequent to the publication in the New York Times, in
June of 2006, of an article revealing that since 9/11, the U.S. Department of the
Treasury (UST) has been regularly accessing tens of thousands of records from SWIFT.
According to the article, the records in question principally involve wire transfers into and
out of the United States.
As you noted in your letter of complaint, SWIFT did not dispute the disclosures.
In response to the publicity about the article, it posted a statement on compliance on its
website. According to the statement, it "responded to compulsory subpoenas for limited
sets of data from the Office of Foreign Assets Control of the United States Department of
the Treasury."
Neither SWIFT nor the U.S. government suggested that the data disclosed to the
UST is limited to U.S. citizens or to U.S. financial institutions. The disclosures involve
bulk transfers of data, and SWIFT confirmed to this Office that personal information
originating from or transferred to Canadian financial institutions was likely included in the
data handed over to the UST.
SWIFT is the financial industry-ownedco-operativesupplyingsecure,
standardized messaging services and software to 7,900 financial institutions in more
than 200 countries. SWIFTis solely a messagingintermediaryfor transmittingsecure
and confidential financial messages on behalf of, and between, financial institutions. It is
not a bank, nor does it hold accounts or assets of any customers of any financial
institution.
As a cooperative society under Belgian law, SWIFT's shareholders own and
control it. Each of the major domestic banks against whom a complaint has been filed is
a shareholder member of SWIFT. There are, in total, fourteen Canadian financial
institutions that are shareholder members. Collectively, they form a National (SWIFT)
Member's group, which meets periodically and serves an advisory role to the Board of
Directors of SWIFT. The shareholders also provide some specialized payment
clearance and settlement services, through SWIFT, to other Canadian banks and
financial institutions. The banks are part of the SWIFT User group, which also meets
periodically with SWIFT members to discuss business issues related to the use of
SWIFT services. There are 63 Canadian institutional SWIFT users.
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A SWIFT user purchases the capability of transferring sets of financial messages
consistent with its business needs. A fully subscribed SWIFT user could potentially
transmit approximately 230 different messages, grouped into the following ten categories
of messages:

Category1 - Customer Payments and Cheques
Category 2 Category 3 Category 4 Category 5 Category 6 Category 7 Category 8 Category 9 Category 0 -

Financial Institution Transfers
Treasury Markets - Foreign Exchange. Money Markets and Derivatives
Collections and Cash letters
Securities Markets
Precious Metals and Syndications
Documentary Credits & Guarantees
Travellers Cheques
Cash Management & Customer Status
System Messages

SWIFT messages are generally used to conduct corporate activity. However, a
category 1 message would be the most likely message type to contain personal
information, as would Category 4. Customer Payments and Cheques messages
(category 1) include foreign exchange transfers, and they may contain the personal
information of the sender and receiver of the foreign exchange. Collections and Cash
Letters (category 4) may also contain personally identifying information, where, for
instance, the financial transaction involves a cheque written on a foreign bank account.
The personal information in question could include the name, address, account number,
amount of transfer and financial institutions involved.
SWIFT does not collect or hold any personal information involving paper-based
Canadian payments systems (mostly cheques) and small value electronic payment
systems, such as debit card or automated banking machine transactions, and preauthorized debits and credits. SWIFT does not collect or hold any information about
credit card transactions. In the case of most large value domestic transactions
processed over the SWIFT system, there is only corporate information.

The safeguarding of personal information
In its response to the complaints against the banks, the CBA provided several
documents which constitutethe contractualagreementbetweenthe banks and SWIFT.

All of the documentscont.ainat least some informationrelevantto the banks' obligations
under Principle4.1.3 of Schedule1 of the Act.
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Three of the documents provide comprehensive information about the measures
that SWIFT has implemented to ensure the security, reliability, and resilience of its
messaging systems, and the confidentiality and integrity of its data. The measures
include:

.

proprietary hardware and software applications: card readers, PKI certificates,
digital signatures, encryption, authentication keys, delivery control, delivery
validation, firewalls, user to user authentication, and

.

securityprocedures: unique access codes, limitedaccess procedures, naming
conventions, and, two security officers at every site.

The ServiceBureauPolicysets out the obligationsof SWIFT usersthat engagea
third party provider(Le.,a service bureau)to host or operateSWIFTconnectivity
components,or provideservicessuch as loggingin, or managingsessionsof securityfor
SWIFTusers. As noted in principle1.1 of the policy:
As a general principle, the SWIFT SelVice Bureau Policy is designed to
maintain a high level of security around the provision and use of SWIFT's
messaging selVices in the event that Users decide to use a SelVice
Bureau.

If the Service Bureauis not one that is majorityownedand controlledby Users,it
must be approvedby the SWIFT Boardof Directorsand recommendedfor approvalby
the NationalMembergroup. ServiceBureausmust meet the requirementsset out in the
ServiceBureauRulesand Guidelines.
The SWIFTNet Service Description provides detailed information about SWIFT's
security practices and the requirements that users must have in place to access
SWIFT's secure IP network. Section 4.2 describes the correspondent and certificate
authentication, encryption, decryption, and cryptographic features of the SWIFTNet
Public Key Infrastructure in detail. Section 4.2.3 describes SWIFT's 'Certificate
Administration Facility', and includes information about offline and online (security)
certificate management practices, and the roles and registration of security officers.
Section 4.3 provides an overview of the SWIFT Secure IP (Internet Protocol) network,
"designed to provide an extremely secure, highly reliable network-connection service". It
sets out the specifications for the equipment used in an operational environment, and
the requirements for the physical security of the equipment, and limited access to the
SWIFT system.
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Our Officewas also provided with a copyof a security audit report, prepared by
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, in accordance with the guidelines stated in the American
Institute of Certified Public Accountants Statement on Auditing Standards number 70
(SAS 70). The SAS 70 report provides detailed information about SWIFT's information
security governance structure, and its datahandling, storage and retrieval policies and
practices. The document states that:
Information securitywithin SWIFTis a core functionand responsibilityof
the CEO and the Executive Steering Group, who act under the guidance
andsupervisionof the Board.. . TheBoard has entrustedtwo of its
committees with particular oversight functions with respect to information
security within SWIFT, under specific terms of reference. These
committees are:
The Audit and Finance Committee (AFC) which is the oversight body for
the audit process of SWIFT's operations and related internal controls,
commits to applying best practice for Audit Committees so as to ensure
best governance and oversight. . .
The Technology and Production Committee (TPC), which provides
technical advice and guidance to SWIFT Board and to SWIFT Executives
on the development, implementation and roll out of SWIFT's products and
services, including confidentiality, integrity and availability. This
committee also reviews SWIFT's operational performance and technology
risks in its operations and product development.
Two management committees, composed of staff members of SWIFT,
assist the ESG (Executive Steering Group) in meeting its security
responsibilities. . .

The SecurityCouncilreviewsand approvesSWIFT'ssecuritystrategy;SWIFT's
SecurityControl Policy;SWIFT'sCorporateSecurityPolicyas well as the Corporate
SecurityStandards;the scope of the SAS 70; and, SWIFT'sthreat status.
The Security and Reliability Committee helps to ensure consistency in
oversight of definition, implementation, and improvement of security

control frameworkand acts as a reviewerfor the SecurityCouncil.
The SAS 70 provides additional detail regarding SWIFT's measures to ensure
the confidentiality of its data. It indicates, for example, that personnel access to SWIFT's
production system is implemented on a 'need-to have' basis, that networks that carry
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traffic are logicallyseparatedfrom those networksthat are usedfor internalpurposes,
that physicalsecuritycontrolsare in placeto deter, detect,and delay penetrationinto
SWIFT'soperatingcentres,and that SWIFThas definedstrict guidelinesfor the
maintenance,repair,and disposalof equipmentor mediasuch as computerswith hard
disks, disk units,diskettes,tapes and cartridges. The SAS 70 report providesextensive
detail on the oversight,securityand controlmeasuresthat SWIFT has implemented.
The banks' contractual relationship with SWIFT is primarily set out in a document
entitled SWIFT General Terms and Conditions. It describes the mutual covenants of the
parties. Customers must agree to abide by any instructions or guidelines in force given
by or for SWIFT regarding the provision of SWIFT services and products (section 4.5.1).
The customer agrees to ensure the confidentiality, integrity and availability of data at all
times on its SWIFT systems (section 4.5.4). The customer agrees to comply with all
applicable laws and regulations, including privacy laws (section 4.5.6), and to keep all
information embodied in the SWIFT services and products confidential (section 10.1).
Section 4.5.3, entitled Data Protection Obligations, indicates that:

By subscribingto the relevant SWIFT Services and Products, the
Customer shall then be deemed to have consented to any such
processing of personal data by SWIFT in accordance with the SWIFT
Data Retrieval Policy and other relevant Service Documentation.
The Data Retrieval Policy sets out SWIFT's policy on the retrieval, use and
disclosure of SWIFT data. Section 3.2 of the policy deals with 'Mandatory Requests'. It
states:
If

a courtor othercompetent regulatory, supervisory or governmental

authority requests SWIFT to retrieve, use or disclose traffic or message
data, SWIFT reviews and assesses such requests as per documented

procedures.
For the avoidance of any doubt, nothing in this policy or, more generally,
SWIFT's obligations of confidence to customers, shall be construed as
preventing SWIFT from retrieving, using, or disclosing traffic or message
data as reasonably necessary to comply with a bona fide subpoena or
other lawful process by a court or other competent authority.
SWIFT members in each country have the right to nominate a certain number of
Directors to the Board, based on the proportionate number of shares held by the
shareholders of the country. The 14 Canadian shareholder members of SWIFT propose
one Director for election.
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According to SWIFT's corporate rule #3.4:
The NMG (i.e. National Member Group) is independent from
SWIFT and does not form part of the SWIFT legal structure. It
can legally organize itself as it thinks appropriate. ... The NMG has
an important role in the proposal of Directors
(It serves in an)
advisory role to the Board [Subject to the SWIFT confidentiality
protocols]. the NMG is consulted in an advisory function at a
national level on policy issuesaffectingshareholders which are
due to be discussed in the Board. ... The Board of Directors may
from time to time ask the NMG for specific advice and SUPP0rt.
There is also a National User Group that comprises all SWIFT users within a
country. SWIFT users operate through contacts with national members.
With

respectto oversight, SWIFT's website states:

While SWIFT

is neithera paymentnor a settlementsystemand, as such, is not

regulated by central banks or bank supervisors, a large number of systemically
important payment systems have become dependent on SWIFT, which has thus
acquired a systemic character. . . . Because of this, the central banks of the
Group of Ten countries (G-10) agreed that SWIFT should be subject to
cooperative oversight by central banks. Overseers review SWIFT's identification
and mitigation of operational risks, and may also review legal risks, transparency
of arrangements and customer access policies.
The National Bank of Belgium (NBB) is lead overseer, and has a memorandum
of understanding (MOU) with each of the other cooperating G-10 banks (including the
Bank of Canada). Canadian banks contract with SWIFT SCRlo
We reviewed the MOU with the Bank of Canada. Among other things, it sets out
that there will be a two-tier structure of cooperation between the NBB and the Bank of
Canada. At the senior level, there will be a SWIFT Co-operative Oversight Group, with
an executive committee that communicates with SWIFT's Board and management on
oversight findings, policy, on SWIFT's governance, and on its strategy. At the technical
level, there is a technical Oversight Group, with a more proactive and interactive
approach in its work with SWIFT.
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The purpose of the disclosures
As noted earlier, your view is that the wholesale transfers of personal banking
data by SWIFT circumvent the approved processes for data transfers (established to
counter terrorism - such as MLATs, FINTRAC). You contend that they do not, therefore,
meet the Acts requirement of an 'appropriate purpose'.

In settingout your argument, you rely in part upon the June 23rd "statement on
compliance" that SWIFT posted on its website subsequent to the publication of the New
York Times artide. In its statement, SWIFT indicated that:
SWIFT takes its role as a key infrastructure of the international financial
system vel}' seriously and cooperates with authorities to prevent illegal
uses of the international financial system. Where required, SWIFT has to
comply with valid subpoenas. . .
In the aftermath of the September 11thattacks, SWIFT respondedto
compulsory subpoenas for limited sets of data from the Office of Foreign
Assets Control of the United States Department of the Treasury. . .

Statement on compliance
Cooperating in the global fight against abuse of the financial system for illegal
activities. . .
Given

its importance in the financial community, SWIFT takes its role in the

global fight against money laundering and other illegal activities extremely

seriously.
In its submission, the CBA has set out a narrow and singular purpose for the
disclosures: to comply with a valid U.S.-issued subpoena. The CBA response refers to
the representations from SWIFT to this Office in response to the Commissioner-initiated
complaint setting out SWIFT's position that the subpoenas were valid under U.S. law.
According to the CBA, the banks did not become aware of the SWIFT
disclosures to the UST until the practice was disclosed through the New York Times
article. SWIFT has confirmed that it did not inform its members of the subpoenas or of
its compliance with them. The report on the Commissioner-initiated complaint against
SWIFT provides more detail regarding SWIFT's compliance with the UST subpoenas.
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The exceptions to the requirement of consent
As noted above, the CBA indicated in its response that the banks can rely upon
the provisions of paragraph 7(3)(c) with respect to SWIFT's compliance with the UST
subpoenas. Paragraph 7(3)(c) indicates that an organization may disclose personal
information without the knowledge or consent of an individual for the purposes of
complying with a subpoena or warrant issued or an order made by a court, person or
body with jurisdiction to compel the production of information, or to comply with rules of
court relating to the production of records.

Openness
Although not directly partof the complaint, the bank's notification to customers
about its practices with respect to outsourcing or processing information outside of
Canada were also considered. TD's Privacy Code states the following with respect to
"releasing (customer) information":

For servicing purposes
We give a limited amount of information, only as
necessary, without your consent, to our suppliers and
agents for example, cheque printers and bank card
manufacturers who provide goods and services to you
through us. These suppliers and agents may be located in
Canada or other jurisdictions or countries, and may
disclose information in response to valid demands or
requests from governments, regulators, courts and law
enforcement authorities in those jurisdictions or countries.
When

required or permitted to do so by law or

applicable regulators and self-regulatory organizations
We may release information in response to a search
warrant, court order, or other demand or enquiry which we
believe to be valid. This may include requests from
regulators, including self-regulators, who are responsible
for ensuring TO Bank Financial Group is in compliance
with applicable regulations (e.g. The Office of the
Superintendent of Financial Institutions and the Investment
Dealers Association of Canada). We may disclose
information to help us collect a debt owed to us by you.
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We may also disclose information to an investigative body
in the case of a breach of agreement or contravention of
law - this helps prevent fraud, money laundering or other
criminal activity.

The CBA expressed concernabout any possible requirement placed on the
banks to specifically notify customers when conducting every transaction that would
involve the collection, use or disclosure of personal information via SWIFT. The CBA
noted that an individual who is sending money overseas will likely understand that
personal information is being transferred outside of the country. It maintains that
organizations cannot cover off every eventuality with every transaction done by a
customer, noting the difficulties that would be placed on banks if required to specify, for
example in the wire transfer scenario, that personal information is held in two (or more)
different countries and may be subject to the laws of those countries.
TO added that the purpose of a Privacy Code is to notify customers in a central
manner of the bank's privacy policies. Privacy policies are only one example of
regulated disclosures. TO expressed concern about refreshing privacy disclosures at
each transaction, and not all other legal disclosures. Additionally, TO does not think it
reasonable or practical to distinguish wire transfer transactions from other services and
products that it offers to its customers, none of which have specific disclosures related to
foreign access.

Application
In making our determinations, we applied Principles 4.1.3, 4.3 and 4.8 of
Schedule 1, subsection 5(3) and paragraphs 7(3)(c) and 7(3)(c.1). Principle 4.1.3 states
that an organization is responsible for personal information in its possession or custody,
including information that has been transferred to a third party for processing. The
organization shall use contractual or other means to provide a comparable level of
protection while the information is being processed by a third party. Principle 4.3
stipulates that the knowledge and consent of the individual are required for the
collection, use, or disclosure of personal information, except where inappropriate.
Principle 4.8 states that an organization shall make readily available to individuals
specific information about its policies and practices relating to the management of
personal information.
Subsection 5(3) notes that an organization may collect, use or disclose personal
information only for purposes that a reasonable person would consider are appropriate
in the circumstances.
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Paragraph 7(3)(c) explains that an organization may disclose personal
information without the knowledge or consent of the individual only if the disclosure is
required to comply with a subpoena or warrant issued or an order made by a court,
person or body with jurisdiction to compel the production of information, or to comply
with rules of court relating to the production of records.
Paragraph 7(3)(c.1) adds that an organization may disclose personal information
without the knowledge or consent of the individual only if the disclosure is made to a
government institution or part of a government institution that has made a request for the
information, identified its lawful authority to obtain the information and indicated that (i) it
suspects that the information relates to national security, the defence of Canada or the
conduct of international affairs, (ii) the disclosure is requested for the purpose of
enforcing any law of Canada, a province or a foreign jurisdiction, carrying out an
investigation relating to the enforcement of any such law or gathering intelligence for the
purpose of enforcing any such law, or (iii) the disclosure is requested for the purpose of
administering any law of Canada or a province.

Findinas
The question of the flow of Canadians' personal information outside of our
borders has been considered before by this Office. To be clear, this Office recognizes
and shares the concerns of Canadians.
However, in the contextof the complaintbeforethe Office,we must consider
what the Act states and what obligationsit imposeson organizationsoperatingin
Canada. While the Act does not prohibitoutsourcingor using serviceproviderswho
transferinformationoutsideour borders,it does oblige organizationsto have provisions
in placeto ensurea comparablelevel of protection.
We reviewed the contract in place between SWIFT and the banks, as well as the
other means available to the banks to ensure that SWIFT is providing a comparable
level of protection. SWIFT and its members have collaboratively developed and
implemented a highly sophisticated and elaborate set of security measures to ensure the
integrity, confidentiality, security and reliability of the financial messages that SWIFT
delivers. SWIFT reports back to its committees and boards through its Annual Report
and through the security audit report (to be clear, these reports encompass far more
than personal information handling practices). Although the language of its General
Terms and Conditions appears to placeSWIFT in control of how its system is used and,
by extension, how personal information in its possession is handled, it is nevertheless
also obliged to maintain confidentiality of information.
.../12
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Furthermore, there are other means by which the banks, as members and users
of the SWIFT system, can ensure that a comparable level of protection is in place,
particularly with respect to the cooperative oversight and technical oversight groups.
Through these various oversight and auditing mechanisms, and through the contractual
language and various security measures in place, the banks are meeting their
obligations under Principle 4.1.3.
Under the contract between SWIFT and the banks, the question of mandatory
requests is contemplated. Under section 3.2 of SWIFT's Data Retrieval Policy, the
customer (Le. a member bank) is deemed to have consented to SWIFT's processing of
personal data in accordance with the Data Retrieval Policy. Read in conjunction with
section 4.5.3 of SWIFT's General Terms and Conditions, SWIFT has absolute discretion
with respect to the manner in which it handles subpoenas "or other lawful process(es) by
a court or other competent authority." On the surface, it would appear that the banks
have surrendered the control of the personal information that they handle to SWIFT in
these circumstances. However, it can be argued that they have no more "surrendered"
control than any other organization that transfers personal information to organizations
outside of the country.
In Case Summary #313, we noted the following:
CIBC has in place a contract with its third-party service provider
that provides guarantees of confidentiality and security of personal
information. The contract allows for oversight, monitoring, and an
audit of the services being provided. CIBC maintains custody and
control of the information that is processed by the third-party
services provider. However, while customer personal information
is in the hands of a foreign third-party service provider, it is subject
to the laws of that country and no contract or contractual provision
can override those laws. In short, an organization with a presence
in Canada that outsources the processing of personal information
to a U.S. firm cannot prevent its customers' personal information

from being lawfullyaccessedby U.S. authorities.
In this case, the banks are meeting their obligations under Principle 4.1.3. When
an organization contracts with a firm that operates both within and outside of Canada, it
cannot prevent that firm from responding to lawfully issued subpoenas.
In keeping with this Office's publicly stated position, namely, that, at the very
least, a company in Canada that outsources information processing to a company that
operates in the U.S. should notify its customers that the information may be available to
the U.S. government or its agencies under a lawful order made in that country, TO has
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very clear language in its Privacy Policy, which informs customers that it may send their
personal information outside of the country for certain purposes and that, while such
information is out of the country, it is subject to the laws of the country in which it is held.
I am therefore satisfied that TO has conformed to the requirements of Principle 4.8.
In your complaint, you raise concerns about the purpose of the disclosures.
Also, you argue that the exceptions to consent under the Act that allow organizations to
respond to subpoenas without knowledge or consent did not apply in this case. The
banks, you contend, were therefore responsible for the disclosures. However, the banks
did not disclose the information, SWIFT did. The contractual language between the
banks and SWIFT clearly places responsibility for responding to such subpoenas in the
hands of SWIFT; the banks notify their customers of the possibility of such disclosures
by way of their respective privacy policies. Given that SWIFT was responsible for the
disclosures, not the banks,.the issues of the purpose for the disclosures and of the lack
of consent are dealt with in the Commissioner-initiated complaint against SWIFT, which
will be made public.
Accordingly, I concludethat your complaint is not well-founded.
I would like to end my remarks by noting that Canada must respect the legal
frameworks of other countries. The Act cannot prevent foreign authorities from lawfully
accessing the personal information of Canadians held by organizations within their
jurisdiction. Likewise, the Act cannot force Canadian companies to stop outsourcing to
foreign-based service providers (or service providers that operate in several
jurisdictions). What the Act does demand is that organizations be transparent about
their personal information handling practices and protect customer personal information
in the hands of third-party service providers to the extent possible by contractual means.
In this case, such requirements have been met.

Recourse
Now that you have my report, I must inform you that, pursuant to section 14 of
the Act, you have the legal right to apply to the Federal Court of Canada, for a hearing in
respect of any matter that you complained about or that I have dealt with in my report,
and that is referred to in clause 4.1.3, 4.2, 4.3.3, 4.4, 4.6, 4.7 or 4.8 of Schedule 1, in
clause 4.3, 4.5 or 4.9 of the Schedule as modified or clarified by the Act, in subsection
5(3), or 8(6) or (7) or in section 10.
Should you wish to proceed to the Court, we suggest you contact the Court office
nearest you. It is located at 90 Elgin Street, Ottawa, Ontario, K1A OH9, Telephone:
(613) 992-4238. Normally, an application must be made within 45 days of the date of
this letter.
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You should also be aware that the Court has discretion to order that the costs of
the other party be paid by you where the Court is of the view that this is appropriate.
While this does not happen often, it is a possibility of which you should be aware.
Conversely, the Court may order that your costs be paid where the Court finds, for
instance, that your application raises an important issue or one of public interest.
This concludes the investigation of your complaint. If you have any questions or
comments about the disposition of the complaint, I would invite you to contact
Barbara Bucknell, Privacy Investigator, at 1-800-282-1376.
Yours sincerely,

Heather Black
Assistant Privacy Commissioner

